
The revision process

(or how to make your writing gooder better)
By Stephanie Campisi



Some Thoughts on revising
All About revision

Why revising is Important
Revision: How to look smarter 
than you are.



A first draft means second chances
Have you ever walked away from an argument and thought…

“If only I’d said…!”

Good news!

When you’re a writer you can 

STILL deliver that witty comeback!



Yay for revision!
When you revise you can:

● Make funnier jokes
● Add more ACTION
● Think up cooler characters
● Upgrade names and places
● Fix speeling spelling mistakes



But does it really matter?
Good enough can be good enough.

Just like a muffin is an okay 
cupcake. 

But wouldn’t you rather your story 
be a cupcake?

Stories are important! Don’t let 
your story be a muffin.

(sorry if you like muffins)



Plus, it’s not all about you, you know
It’s important to write things that you love. 

BUT.

Unless you’re writing in your diary, you’re ALWAYS writing 
for someone else. 

■ Your best friend
■ Betty at the post office
■ Frank, the neighbour’s dog

Be nice to your reader. Give them something AMAZING.



Revising helps your story make sense to everyone.
...So that we’re all 
on the same page.

       
                    Like these guys -->



EVERY writer in the world revises.
Here are just some of my revisions.

The world will
NEVER see those early
Drafts! PHEW!



Even illustrations get revised!
(Can you spot 

the difference?)

← white tail

black tail → 



Okay, so I need to fix something...but what?
● It’s hard to see the problems

in your own work.
(although putting it aside
to bake for a while can help.)

● TWO brains are better than ONE.

● Teachers, editors, parents and 
even friends can help!



How? By asking questions and 
making suggestions!
Here are some questions I’ve been asked:

● Why did your character do that?
● What’s your story ACTUALLY about?
● Do you NEED this many characters?
● Can you make it shorter? MUCH shorter?
● Can you think of a better title?
● Can you break your story into 

32 pages?(a MUST for picture books!)

Can you think of some more?



Now, making suggestions 
doesn’t mean being 
mean! 
It means thinking through
Problems together so that  
We all become
better writers!



So you’ve got your questions. Now what?
● Read your questions. Do you agree? 

Writing is partly about PERSONAL 
TASTE. It’s okay to disagree.

● It more than one person says 
something...maybe they’re right.

● Order your questions from big to 
small.
○ Big = plot, character, theme.
○ Small = title, punctuation, spelling.

● Start big...or you’ll have to do 
the small things all over again!



Some revising Dos
● Check that your revision 

has “fixed” a problem

● Make sure you’re still 
writing for the right audience

● Read your story out loud 
- especially dialogue!

● Have a friend read 
your story again. 



Some revising don’ts
● Don’t rush revision!

You’ll just have to do it 
again. :(

● Don’t try to do it all at 
once. You may need more 
drafts!

● Don’t strive for ABSOLUTE 
PERFECTION. Just do your 
best!



Good luck revising those muffins into cupcakes! :)


